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Operators need to act smart
to monetise data
As operators deploy end-to-end analytics to enable monetisation of their data the
greatest challenge they face lies in the sheer volume of the data from which they
need to gain actionable insights
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That means operators’ resources are increasingly taken up just the data that you have and identifying who the people are who
processing the data rather than analysing it to achieve insights
would like to use that data,” says Kangru. “A lot of players are
for monetisation use cases. “What’s needed is to go from having
developing both internal and external use cases for operator
this enormous volume of data, to a situation where only the
data so I see more use cases emerging incrementally from data
relevant data is processed,” he adds. “We call this smart data and sources in the next year.”
the concept is to strip away irrelevant detail, extracting value,
He singles out the area location data as a maturing use case.
and then making that valuable piece of information available.”
“Where location data can be used today without privacy issues,
Kangru points out that by using a combination of
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measurements and data points, it is possible to gain insights
retailer setting up a new location,” he says.
without processing every bit of data. “Our expertise is that
“They can follow the location of subscribers based on the
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demographic that the shop owner is looking to attract and
set of data so you can get the right things done in the right
then work out which location is the most suitable for a store
monetisation use cases,” he explains. “For instance, if you want
front from those insights. In addition, they can identify if a
to determine when a customer would be most receptive to an
given store location is good by analysing how those users are
offer, it’s going to be after they’ve had a good experience. We
moving through the area and assess such factors as whether a
can identify such a time.”
competitor’s store is placed between the new site and a subway
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station, for example.
networks. This experience has led the company to create
“The operator provides the information to their customer
solutions that are disruptors in the assurance and analytics
in this example but remains in control of their data, protecting
marketplace, as Kangru explains: “We’ve always worked with the
privacy,” Kangru emphasises.
largest operators in the world so we understand the challenges of
“We provide the capabilities to extract such valuable insights
scale but we also work with leading edge, smaller operators which and also have the know-how to account for privacy implications
are more nimble than some of the largest Tier 1 operators,” he
across multiple jurisdictions. There is so much commercial value
says. “We’ve learned the necessity of being able to handle the
in data to be extracted if use cases like this can be developed
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and brought to market. [ ]
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